Dual binding mode in cohesin-dockerin complexes as assessed through stretching studies.
A recent experimental study by Jobst et al. of stretching of a wild-type (WT) cohesin-dockerin complex has identified two kinds of the force-displacement patterns, with a single or double-peaked final rupture, which are termed "short" and "long" here. This duality has been interpreted as arising from the existence of two kinds of binding. Here, we analyze the separation of two cohesin-dockerin complexes of C. thermocellum theoretically. We use a coarse-grained structure-based model and the values of the pulling speeds are nearly experimental. In their native states, the two systems differ in the mutual binding orientations of the molecules in the complex. We demonstrate that the WT complex (PDB:1OHZ) unravels along two possible pathways that are qualitatively consistent with the presence of the short and long patterns observed experimentally. On the other hand, the mutated complex (PDB:2CCL) leads only to short trajectories. The short and long stretching pathways also appear in the cohesin-dockerin-Xmodule complex (PDB:4IU3, WT) of R. flavefaciens. Thus the duality in the stretching patterns need not be necessarily due to the duality in binding.